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A proof of concept virtual reality system is presented that integrates ultrasonic feedback
sensations to provide a demonstrative virtual reality exposure therapy environment
containing multiple scenarios with virtual spiders. This system and environment were
utilised to conduct a study containing 35 participants with the goal of investigating the
effect the environment could have on their level of anxiety. This level of anxiety was
measured in three different forms: changes in frontal asymmetry analysis of EEG data,
changes in skin conductance levels and subjective units of distress. The Fear of Spiders
Questionnaire was used to determine which participants in the study reported to be
moderately afraid of spiders. For these participants all three measurement forms for anxiety
showed statistically signiﬁcant increases in a comparison between baseline and scenarios
with the virtual spiders. A statistically signiﬁcant correlation between scores on the Fear of
Spiders Questionnaire and changes in anxiety shows the system to have had a greater
effect on the anxiety levels of those who were more afraid of spiders, than those who were
not. There was also a statistically signiﬁcant correlation discovered between immersion
and increase in anxiety, highlighting the signiﬁcance of immersion in future virtual reality
exposure therapy applications.
Keywords: virtual reality, haptics, immersion, VRET, ultrasonic feedback, spiders

1 INTRODUCTION
A common and effective method for treating phobias is gradual exposure therapy, which entails a
patient being subjected to multiple scenarios with increasing levels of anxiety associated Ollendick
and Davis III (2004). Over recent decades advances in virtual reality (VR) technology have enabled
the digitisation of exposure therapy, termed virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET), which has been
shown to be a preferred choice for people over the traditional method Garcia-Palacios et al. (2007);
Rothbaum et al. (1995). VRET has also been praised by therapists, who have shown willingness to
utilise it Segal et al. (2011). VRET relies on the latest immersive technologies to produce a strong
sense of presence for users. However, the haptic technologies involved in VRET for the fear of spiders
have remained more traditional, using toy props.
A study with a sample of 35 participants consisting of university staff and students was carried out
to demonstrate the capability of VR to enhance the sense of spider related anxiety during exposure, a
requirement of VRET. The use of ultrasonic feedback for contact with spiders in VR was introduced
for a condition in the study to provide quantitative user feedback on its realism and accuracy. The
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study has a greater number of participants than most similar
studies and expands upon the existing literature by utilising a
greater number of anxiety measures, offering strong evidence of
the capability of VR to enhance the sense of anxiety during
exposure to virtual spiders.
The main contribution of the paper is a study with 35
participants utilising both objective and subjective indicators
that demonstrates how effectively VR can be used to enhance
the sense of spider-related anxiety within those who are
somewhat afraid of spiders, as well as the relationship
presence has with this anxiety. Secondary contributions of the
paper are the design and implementation of an enhanced VR
experience through integration of ultrasonic technology with
stereoscopic 3D visual VR to provide an immersive
multisensory system, enabling studies into the effects of VR
spiders with tactile sensations to be conducted. As well as
quantitative feedback, regarding accuracy and realism, on
users’ ﬁrst experiences with ultrasonic feedback for spider
related stimuli in VR.

that this is most likely due to not having participants who suffer
from claustrophobia. Moderate correlations were reported
between reports of presence and reports of anxiety for the VR
condition. Our research aims to further investigate this link of
anxiety and immersion, but applied to anxiety regarding spiders
and not claustrophobia. Their work was unable to demonstrate
that anxiety could be raised in non-phobic participants. However,
in this paper evidence is provided to show that participants do not
need to have a phobia for their anxiety levels to be raised by the
relevant stimuli in VR.
A study was conducted by Brouwer et al. (2011) with nine
participants where stress was induced in VR by means of visiting
virtual cities after bomb explosions and providing negative
feedback to participants through VR. In their study subjective
measures of stress were obtained alongside objective measures
using alpha asymmetry from EEG recordings amongst other
methods. The study successfully demonstrated the capability of
VR to induce anxiety, as well as contributing evidence of the
ability of EEG asymmetry analysis for measures of anxiety in VR.
It is noteworthy that the study contained haptics in the form of a
vibrotactile vest, though the sole effects of the haptics on anxiety
were not investigated. The paper provides validation in the
utilisation of asymmetry analysis on the alpha frequency band
as a means of measuring anxiety in VR, justifying its inclusion in
our study as a measurement technique.
Another study carried out by Kwon et al. (2013) looked at
social anxiety induced within simulated VR job interviews.
Speciﬁcally, investigations were carried out to determine the
effect of immersion on the induced anxiety by varying
graphical quality and immersive technology used. The ﬁndings
of the study suggest that immersion has a big impact on the
anxiety experienced by users. The authors of the work state that
there must be a degree of physical immersion involved to
maintain anxiety levels across a course of exposure in VR. The
signiﬁcant effect of immersion on anxiety induced was also
investigated by Pallavicini et al. (2013) who conducted a study
where participants experienced classroom scenarios through
different forms of media, such as VR. To determine the
impact of immersion on anxiety they introduced a VR
condition with intentional bugs to reduce the level of presence
and compared this to a fully functioning VR condition. Their
results showed that these breaks in immersion signiﬁcantly
reduced the effectiveness of VR in inducing anxiety within
participants. The main takeaway from their study was that
without high levels of presence VR becomes unsuitable as a
form of media for inducing anxiety. The research presented in
asks similar questions as both of these studies by also attempting
to increase anxiety levels of participants and correlating subjective
reports of participants’ level of presence with reports of their
anxiety levels related to spiders instead of social anxiety.
A large-scale study investigating the relationship between
presence and anxiety in clinical and non-clinical environments
within VR was conducted with 210 students by Alsina-Jurnet
et al. (2011). One of the main ﬁndings of the study was that for
anxious participants, a demographic similar to those who would
use VRET, there was a strong relationship between presence and
anxiety induced in VR. Participants only experienced anxiety

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Inducing Anxiety With Immersive Virtual
Reality
VR is known to have the ability to affect emotions such as state
anxiety Riva et al. (2007). This is a necessary element of VRET,
where it is desirable for virtual environments to induce anxiety
similarly to in vivo situations.
Research carried out by Stinson and Bowman (2014)
demonstrates the efﬁcacy of VR to induce anxiety during high
pressure virtual sports scenarios. In their study 28 participants
took part in a goalkeeping task in VR with known anxiety triggers.
Their results demonstrated signiﬁcant differences in both
subjective and objective measures of anxiety, obtained by
measuring skin conductance, from the baseline condition.
Their work further validates the utilisation of skin
conductance as a means of assessing anxiety. The research
presented in this paper utilises these same validated techniques
for measuring anxiety in VR, but it is applied to anxiety
concerning spiders instead of high pressure sporting scenarios.
Yeh et al. (2018) conducted a study where participants
experienced claustrophobic environments in both VR and AR
with subjective and objective measure of anxiety. Their ﬁndings
showed that participants experienced a degree of anxiety in the
VR condition. They also noted that participants reported issues
with realism in aspects such as not being able to see legs when
they looked down in VR. In their work skin conductance is used
as one of the objective measures of anxiety alongside subjective
reporting. The work presented in this paper uses these same
techniques, but applies them to spider related fear, as opposed to
claustrophobia.
Juan and Pérez (2010) developed claustrophobic scenarios
where large virtual holes were formed in the ﬂoor for both AR and
VR conditions for a user study investigating presence and anxiety.
Subjective measures from their VR condition showed no change
in anxiety from participants during the experiment. They report
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when they also reported a high level of presence. Our study
similarly measures both anxiety and immersion to determine if
there is a link between the two.
Various other studies have also determined that levels of
immersion and presence have an effect on anxiety Kwon et al.
(2013); Robillard et al. (2003); Bouchard et al. (2008); Diemer
et al. (2015); Krijn et al. (2004). From the existing literature it is
evident that VR has strong potential to induce anxiety using
simulated content. Furthermore, these studies suggest there is a
relationship between the anxiety and level of presence
experienced during virtual exposure. This highlights the
signiﬁcance of immersion in VRET design and indicates that
developers of such applications should ensure high levels of
immersion are achieved in order to induce the appropriate
levels of anxiety effectively. Technological improvements are
one of the means by which immersion is enhanced with newer
VRET models. However, efforts to improve immersion may also
be done by providing additional multisensory feedback such as in
this study.
The majority of the presented literature has shown efﬁcacy of
inducing anxiety by simulating immersive environments. The
research presented in this paper further enriches this literature by
utilising advances in state of art immersive technologies. In doing
so it provides evidence from a study with a wide variety of anxiety
measurements, a high performance VR headset, a large number
of participants and a state of the art haptic platform.

spider related content was provided in VR with visual only, tactile
only and combined conditions for participants in a randomised
order. The ﬁndings of the study were that the greatest levels of
anxiety and presence were found when combining tactile
feedback with the visual counterparts in VR. Although the use
of haptics was clearly shown to be effective in all of these studies,
the use of toy props for spiders requires constant technician
intervention and scalability is constrained by the methodology
employed, e.g. different numbers, sizes and movements of
spiders. For this reason we aim to provide ultrasonic feedback
for spiders in an attempt to increase immersion, resulting in an
increased ability to invoke the necessary levels of anxiety.
Very few studies have provided tactile feedback using
technological haptics systems in the design of an
arachnophobia VRET. One attempt to implement a haptics
system for spiders in VR was carried out by Cavrag et al.
(2014) featured a Novint Falcon haptic device to provided
virtual force feedback for interactions with spiders on a
computer, though the effects of this were not measured in a
study. One of the limitations of their system design is that users
are required to constantly hold a stylus attached to the Novint
Falcon. Presence was not measured during the study. However,
this interaction methodology would limit VRET users to
interactions which consist of touching virtual objects with the
stylus, an interaction which is less natural than direct, stylus-free
ones between the user’s hand and virtual objects.
Recently work was carried out by Kurscheidt et al. (2019) to
develop a vibrotactile arm-sleeve to produce tactile feedback for
spiders crawling across the arm. The system provided feedback
through a number of vibrating motors at ﬁxed locations across
the sleeve controlled by a Raspberry Pi. Currently the efﬁcacy of
their system has not yet been tested in any studies. Their efforts in
incorporating modern haptic solutions to arachnophobia VRET
are commendable. However, the design concept of a wearable
interface does raise a few issues where end users may ﬁnd
themselves suffering anxiety attacks due to simulated content
and wanting to remove all apparatus quickly and safely. We
would claim that it is more natural to provide a haptics system
where the user is not permanently attached to additional devices,
such as an ultrasonic feedback platform. This is so that in the
event of the user feeling too anxious they may quickly disengage
from the system.
Over the last decade advances in haptics technology has
resulted in the development of ultrasonic, tactile feedback
interfaces such as Ultrahaptics boards from Bristol University
Carter et al. (2013). These interfaces avail of a phenomenon called
acoustic radiation, where ultrasound transducers are modulated,
resulting in mid-air focal points of the waves Iwamoto et al.
(2008). Studies have shown that these focal points can be
perceived with high ﬁdelity as slight shear forces under the
epidermis Hoshi et al. (2010); Long et al. (2014). To date there
are no known examples of published work utilising ultrasonic
feedback for spider sensations.
Although many of the studies in the existing literature have
suggested that the role of haptics is signiﬁcant in immersive VR
for spiders, the vast majority of studies have used primitive
techniques for haptics, most commonly using toy spiders.

2.2 Haptics in Arachnophobia Virtual Reality
Exposure Therapy
A study on existing VRET systems recommends increasing
realism and presence through the addition of multisensory
feedback in the form of haptics, the sense of touch Price and
Anderson (2007). Traditionally in the domain of arachnophobia
VRET these haptics have been provided through the addition of
props, usually in the form of static 3D objects or toys, as shown in
various studies Garcia-Palacios et al. (2002); Hoffman (1998);
Hoffman et al. (1996, 1998); Carlin et al. (1997).
The effect of haptics on anxiety and presence in spider VRET
was measured during a study carried out by Hoffman et al. (2003).
The study showed that a condition with haptics was more
effective at inducing anxiety than a control and similar
scenario without haptics. In this study not only were anxiety
and presence levels elevated for conditions with haptics, but they
also found that participants in the haptics conditions were able to
approach real spiders following VRET with more conﬁdence and
exhibited less anxiety than those who were in the non-haptic
VRET condition. Another study by Carlin et al. (1997) similarly
looked at the effectiveness of combining tactile feedback with VR
for spider phobia exposure. In their study a furry toy spider was
used to provide tactile feedback. The results clearly indicated that
combining tactile feedback with VR produces high levels of
anxiety. In their paper the authors explain that the lines
between reality and virtual reality can be blurred through
tactile augmentation, resulting in more effective transfer of
training from VRET. Similar work carried out by Peperkorn
and Mühlberger (2013) also delivered results in a study where
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same FSQ score cut-off as another study on fear of spiders
Wagener and Zettle (2011). None of the participants had a
phobia of spiders.

3.3 Equipment
Visualisation was provided through a wired HTC VIVE HMD,
mounted with side straps on top of the EEG soft cap. An
Evaluation Kit from Ultrahaptics was mounted facing
downwards on a custom gripper (3D printed), as shown in
Figure 1, suspended within a 60 × 60 × 60 cm laser cut MDF
box with a black curtain front. Tactile feedback was produced
from the ultrasonic transducers in the form of a single circular
sensation that is focussed to co-locate with the virtual spider
when it was in contact with the participant’s hand. The size of the
sensation varied according to the size of the spider; this ranging
from a diameter of 15–35 mm. Hand tracking was carried out
using a Leap Motion hand tracker connected to the Ultrahaptics
board in order to provide participants with a visualisation for
their hands.
The virtual environment was developed in Unity 3D
(v2018.4.6) and contained a chair in front of a desk and box
aligned with their real-world counterparts, as shown in Figure 2.
Variants of spider size were built into the system with
approximate sizes: very small spider, small spider and big
spider scaled at 15, 35 and 80 mm, respectively. All the spiders
were dark brown in colour without 3D texture such as hairs. Each
spider was animated with slow, foward movements and rotations.
Spiders on webs had animations to crawl up and down web
strings. With these spiders seven scenarios were designed to
provide a virtual experience of placing a hand into the box
without a spider touching it:

FIGURE 1 | Conﬁguration of haptics module.

Though these techniques have been effective in the past, they are
limiting in principle due to being inanimate physical objects
which are usually ﬁxed in space. Our study has provided a state of
art integration of ultrasonic, tactile feedback for virtual spiders
and is the only study known by the authors to do so. This
technique offers greater control over the tactile feedback for
the spiders by enabling the VR application to change their
location, size and movement direction. The haptic platform
introduced also offers a greater level of scalability and control
than using physical props, enabling feedback to be provided for
multiple spiders, ﬂying insects and much more by simply
changing the code.

• Spider in bottle (SIB)–A small spider in a closed bottle.
• Small spider far (SSF)–A small spider crawling on the far
side of the box.
• Small spider near (SSN)–A small spider crawling near the
participant’s hand.
• Big spider far (BSF)–A big spider crawling on the far side of
the box.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Goals
The primary goal of the user study was to determine if a VR
system with ultrasonic, tactile feedback for virtual spider-related
stimuli could have an overall effect on the anxiety levels,
measured using skin conductance, SUDS and EEG, of those
with atleast a mid-level fear of spiders. A secondary goal was
to determine whether the change in anxiety could be attributed to
the simulated content and not to outside factors. The third goal of
the study was to ﬁnd if there is a relationship between a
participant’s level of anxiety and their sense of presence in the
virtual environment. A ﬁnal goal was to gather initial quantitative
feedback on the realism and accuracy of the ultrasonic haptic
feedback used in the study.

3.2 Participants
A total of 35 participants were recruited from a population within
the university’s science and engineering faculty. Twenty three
(66%) of these participants were male and 12 (34%) of them
female. The mean age of the participants was 27 years (SD  7.66)
ranging between individuals from 20 to 57. A group of 17 (49%)
participants with at least mid-level fear of spiders was identiﬁed
by those who scored above 15 in the pre study FSQ, using the
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3.4 Procedure
Before any participant participated in the study they completed and
returned an FSQ via email. Upon arrival in the laboratory each
participant was provided with a consent form and study information
sheet in compliance with the faculty board of ethics’ regulations.
When the participant was happy to proceed the physiological devices
were attached and veriﬁed by observation of the real-time signals.
Following this the participant was seated on a chair in front of the box
with the front curtain obscuring the inside. There a VR HMD was set
up and the participant was asked to orally provide a rating between 1
and 10 for their current state anxiety. Once the participant provided a
number the baseline period commenced; where they remained seated
for a total of 2 m whilst viewing an empty white canvas in VR.
Following the baseline phase, the curtain covering the front of
the box was lifted and the virtual environment was switched to
one containing a virtual box in the same location as the physical
box. Each participant was given a chance to adapt to their
environment during a hand positioning phase, usually lasting
less than 30 s, where they positioned their dominant hand at the
target shown within the box in VR using feedback provided by the
Leap Motion tracking device.
The repeating segment in the study involved the participant
having their hand in the box with virtual spiders for 30 s, as
shown in Figure 4. At the end of this experience the participant
was prompted for a 1–10 rating of their anxiety. After they
responded a 10 s cooldown period was initiated; during which
the participant viewed a white canvas. This procedure was then
repeated until a total of nine spider scenarios had taken place in a
random order. Participants had interactions with haptics in either
the WSDh or SSDh scenarios. Scenarios were counterbalanced to
ensure that the scenarios which could be provided with or
without haptics were done in equal proportion.
On completion of the tests the physiological measurement devices
and VR HMD were removed from the participant. After the
experiment the participants completed the Slater-Usoh-Steed
(SUS) Usoh et al. (2000) questionnaire on immersion and
presence, provided a score for two questions, “On a scale of 1–10,

FIGURE 3 | 10–20 Diagram with red circles indicating the F7, F3, Fz, F4,
F8, Cz, Pz and Oz sites recorded during the study.

• Big spider near (BSN)–A big spider crawling near the
participant’s hand.
• Three spiders (3S)–Two different size spiders crawling in
the box, with another descending down a web string.
• Swarm spiders (SS)–Twenty very small spiders crawling
quickly around the box.
An additional two scenarios were created in which spiders
touched the participant’s hand:

• Web spider drop (WSD)–A small spider slowly crawling
down a web above the participant’s hand before dropping
and remaining statically positioned on the participants hand
for approximately 5 s.
• Swarm spiders drop (SSD)–A 5 s wait before a series of
twenty very small spiders fall from a chute on the top of the
box; landing and crawling over the participants hand.
The WSD and SSD scenarios could also be enabled with tactile
sensations from the Ultrahaptics board, denoted as WSDh and
SSDh, respectively. This resulted in a combined total of eleven
possible scenarios.
The wireless Enobio eight from Neuroelectrics was used to
gather EEG signals with eight AgCl coated dry electrodes in the
F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, Cz, Pz, and Oz positions, as shown in Figure 3.
Two additional reference electrodes were located at the mastoid
process location to enable signal noise to be ﬁltered. EEG signals
were recorded using the NIC2 software application with relevant
events marked via a TCP marker stream from Unity 3D. Galvanic
Skin Response (GSR) recordings were carried out using the
wireless Shimmer 3 GSR + unit from Shimmer. Two 20 mm
diameter, wet electrodes were placed on the palm of the nondominant hand for GSR measurements.
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with one being very unrealistic and 10 being very realistic: How
realistic would you say the haptics were for the spider?” and “On a
scale of 1–10, with one being very inaccurate and 10 being very
accurate: How well do you think the position of the haptics matched
that of the virtual spider?” and discussed their thoughts on the
experience. In their discussion each participant was also asked to
answer the question, “What could have increased your anxiety
regarding the VR spiders?“. Discussions were recorded and agreed
upon by the participants.

for each electrode in the alpha frequency (8–13 Hz) Davidson
et al. (1990). Frontal asymmetry values were calculated by
comparing log transformations of the left and right sides. This
process was also carried out for the baseline and the different
scenarios with spiders. Alpha power is inversely related to cortical
activity Gollan et al. (2014) and asymmetry values can be used to
show greater left side cortical activity; indicating emotions such as
anxiety Wacker et al. (2003); Brouwer et al. (2011); Dennis and
Solomon (2010). In our results lower asymmetry values indicate
feelings of anxiety and withdrawal; whilst higher asymmetry
values indicate emotions such as joy and exploration.
The level of presence has been shown to be effectively
measured using the six question SUS questionnaire Usoh et al.
(2000); Slater and Wilbur (1997); Slater et al. (1994). This is a
questionnaire where participants are presented statements such
as, “To what extent were there times during the experience when
the virtual environment was the reality for you?” and provide an
answer corresponding to a value on a Likert scale (0–6). The sum
of the scores of the individual questions can be used to indicate a
participant’s sense of presence in VR. Participants completed the
questionnaire immediately upon leaving the virtual environment.

3.5 Measurements
Similarly to many other studies Rinck and Becker (2007); Pﬂugshaupt
et al. (2005); Teachman et al. (2001) participants’ fear of spiders was
assessed using the FSQ. This is an 18 item self-report measure where
participants score their agreement on a seven-point Likert scale (zero 
strongly disagree, six  strongly agree) for statements about spiders
such as, “I would feel very nervous if I saw a spider now”. The FSQ has
been proven in the past to be effective in quantifying a person’s fear of
spiders Muris and Merckelbach (1996). In these studies a mean score of
89.1 in the FSQ is produced from phobic participants pre-treatment. A
group of participants with at least a mid-level fear of spiders can be
created using FSQ scores above 15 Cochrane et al. (2008).
Subjective self-reports of anxiety between 1 and 10 were provided
by participants as the shortened version of the SUDS Wolpe (1990),
a methodology employed in many studies Mystkowski et al. (2002);
Benjamin et al. (2010); Heinssen et al. (1987); Nesse et al. (1985).
Ratings were provided orally once before the baseline phase and
following each spider scenario after it. This type of technique offers
the cognitive evaluation that the participant makes of the stimulus
situation or the cognitive evaluation of the emotional activation itself.
To quantify levels of anxiety beyond those subjectively reported, two
forms of objective measurements were introduced. GSR was used in
the study as one of these objective indicators of anxiety, having
already demonstrated its robustness and accuracy in the literature.
Signals were recorded across the palm of the hand outside of the box.
The data was segmented into windows for the baseline and spider
scenarios. Mean values, reported in microsiemens (μS), were derived
for these windows; a method shown to be effective for other studies
measuring anxiety in VR Meehan et al. (2002); Stinson and Bowman
(2014); Meehan et al. (2002). Larger values indicate higher levels of
stress and anxiety.
The other objective measurement technique used for anxiety
in the study was dry-electrode EEG. This was selected due to its
ability to measure across short periods of time, it not causing
practical issues when used alongside GSR and evidence of it
accurately measuring anxiety in the literature Wiedemann et al.
(1999). EEG signals were collected at 500 Hz from the F3, F4, F7
and F8 sites using the 10–20 system Homan et al. (1987) after
impedance checks showed resistance to be less than 20kOhm, a
threshold successfully demonstrated in previous studies Luck
(2014); Gibson et al. (2018). Data was pre-processed in EEG
Lab Delorme and Makeig (2004) with visual inspections of 2 s,
overlapped epochs performed for artefact rejection, a range
recommended in the works of Smith et al. Smith et al. (2017).
Epochs containing blink artefacts, ﬂat lining, simple voltage
threshold, and step functions were all removed during the
epoch by epoch visual inspection. Power bands were estimated
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3.6 Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS (v21). For withinsubjects factors, such as increase of anxiety from baseline, paired
sample t-tests were used for comparisons. Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests were used for data that failed the Shapiro-Wilk test for
normality. Spearman rank correlations were calculated for
correlations against non-parametric data sets such as FSQ scores.
All tests were performed at the 95% conﬁdence level with p < 0.05
being satisﬁed. Box and whisker plots are used to illustrate
comparisons of anxiety level metrics between baseline periods
and the spider scenarios. Within the plots; the T-bars indicate
95% conﬁdence interval extents, the edges of the box represent the
upper and lower quartiles and the line within the box represents the
median. Outliers are indicated with asterisks and circles.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Change in Anxiety Levels
A cut-off of 15 was used with the FSQ questionnaire to classify a
group of 17 participants with atleast a mid-level fear of spiders,
similarly to another study Wagener and Zettle (2011) that included
a demonstration of spider exposure therapy. For subjective
measures of anxiety comparisons of ratings were made between
the pre-baseline rating and the mean average rating taken during
the scenarios. For objective measures, comparisons were made
between baseline readings and mean averages across scenarios.
Results are illustrated in Figure 5.
The mean subjective anxiety rating pre-baseline was 2.12 (SD 
1.26). The participant mean subjective rating across all scenarios was
3.90 (SD  1.77). The distributions of ratings were found to be nonnormally distributed for the baseline and the aggregation across
scenarios, with Shapiro-Wilk testing being W (35)  0.783, p < 0.001
and W (35)  0.853, p < 0.001, respectively. A Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was used to compare the groups due to the non-normal
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FIGURE 5 | Box and whisker plots showing comparisons of baseline vs across scenarios for subjective, GSR and EEG anxiety metrics for participants with an FSQ
score > 15.

distribution of ratings. This showed there to be a statistically
signiﬁcant increase in anxiety (Z  -3.52, p < 0.001, d  0.85).
Analysis of the GSR data provided mean values, measured in
microSiemens, for skin conductance during the baseline stage (M
 14.96, SD  6.62) and as mean average across all scenarios (M 
19.16, SD  9.68). A paired sample t-test showed this difference to be
statistically signiﬁcant (t (16)  -2.87, p < 0.001, d  1.11), indicating
an increase in anxiety. EEG data was processed to provide asymmetry
values indicating the difference in frontal-brain activity between left
and right sides. This was carried out for the baseline stage (M  0.35,
SD  0.61) with a Shapiro-Wilk test showing the dataset to be nonnormally distributed, W (35)  0.849, p < 0.001. Similarly this was
measured as a mean average across scenarios (M  -0.96, SD  1.31),
with a Shaprio-Wilk test indicating the data is non-normally
distributed, W (35)  0.917, p  0.02. A Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, used due to non-normal distribution, showed this decrease in
asymmetry to be statistically signiﬁcant (Z  -2.64, p  0.006, d 
0.64). Spearman’s rank correlations between changes in physiological
measurements and changes in subjective self-reports for anxiety were
calculated. There were no correlations found between the overall
change in physiological indicators and the change in self-reports from
baseline to an aggregate of the scenarios. Spearmans rank correlations
for GSR with subjective and EEG with subjective were; rs  0.-0.168,
p  0.335 and rs  0.086, p  0.647, respectively.

FIGURE 6 | Scatter plot for FSQ scores vs changes in subjective anxiety
(Mean of self reported anxiety across scenarios - baseline self report).

FSQ scores, Shapiro-Wilk test shows W (35)  0.809, p < 0.001. A
Spearman’s correlation showed there to be a statistically
signiﬁcant, moderate and positive correlation between FSQ
scores and change in subjective anxiety (rs  0.584, p < 0.001).

4.2 Relationship Between FSQ and Anxiety
Induced
Differences in subjective anxiety measures were calculated
between baseline stages and averages across all scenarios in a
particular participant’s trial. This was done for all 35 participants.
These differences were then correlated with participant FSQ
scores to demonstrate that the anxiety was spider related and
that the effectiveness of the system is correlated with the
participant’s fear of spiders. Evidence of this can be seen from
Figure 6 which shows participants with higher FSQ scores
generally reporting greater levels of anxiety than those with
lower FSQ scores. Figure 6 also shows that only those with
low FSQ scores experienced a decrease in anxiety levels from the
baseline period. Correlations were calculated using Spearman’s
rank-order correlations due to non-normal distributions of the
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4.3 Relationship Between Presence and
Anxiety Induced
SUS questionnaires were used to provide a score between 0 and 36
for each of the 35 participants’ sense of presence (Median  22,
Quartiles  17, 25). Scores for participants were correlated with
their change in anxiety, measured subjectively as the difference
between self-reports of anxiety from baseline to the average of
their self-reported anxiety across the trial’s scenarios. These
scores are shown plotted against the anxiety changes in
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Tests are used to compare between the independent samples due to
the non-normal distributions of the other scenarios.
Median anxiety scores for WSD and WSDh were three and four;
the difference between the groups was found to be non-statistically
signiﬁcant, U  133, p  0.525. Median anxiety scores for SSD and
SSDh were three and 3.5; the difference between the groups was
also found to be non-statistically signiﬁcant, U  108, p  0.143.

4.5 Quantitative Feedback on Haptics
Accuracy and Realism
In response to the question, “On a scale of 1–10, with one being
very unrealistic and 10 being very realistic: How realistic would
you say the haptics were for the spider?“, scores were collected
across all 35 participants (Median  6, Quartiles  5,7). Scores
were also collected in response to the second question, “On a scale
of 1–10, with one being very innacurate and 10 being very
accurate: How well do you think the position of the haptics
matched that of the virtual spider?” (Median  8, Quartiles  7,9).
These scores for realism and accuracy can be seen in Figure 9.

FIGURE 7 | Scatter plot for SUS scores vs changes in subjective anxiety
(Mean of self reported anxiety across scenarios - baseline self report).

Figure 7. Spearman’s rank-order correlations were used due to
the non-parametric SUS scores. A Spearman’s correlation showed
there to be a moderate, positive and statistically signiﬁcant
correlation between level of presence and increase in selfreported anxiety (rs  0.490, p  0.003).

5 DISCUSSION
One of the essential capabilities of VRET is being able to provide a
virtual environment where people can confront anxiety induced by
representations of their phobias in as realistic a way as possible. If the
VR application used within the study was unable to produce anxiety
for those who were afraid of spiders it would question the suitability
of similar systems for VRET as they would not provide users with a
medium through which to practice anxiety reducing techniques.
Most of the existing studies involving spiders in VR focus on
observing how successful arachnophobia VRET is in treating
those with phobias. However, the participants in this study did
not have a clinically signiﬁcant phobia and the intention was not
to treat any fear they had of spiders within the session. Instead the
objective was to measure how much of an effect the VR spiders
could have on anxiety levels in general. If the system could

4.4 The Effect of Haptics on Anxiety
The effect of haptics on participants’ self-reported anxiety levels
was measured for spider scenarios which alternated between
having haptics enabled and not enabled across all participants,
WSD, WSDh, SSD and SSDh. These anxiety scores can be seen in
Figure 8. Shapiro-Wilk tests showed anxiety scores to be nonnormally distrbuted for WSD W (18)  0.790, p  0.001, SSD W
(17)  0.882, p  0.034 and SSDh W (18)  0.874,p  0.021. The
WSDh sample was found to be normally distributed in the ShapiroWilk test, W (17)  0.921, p  0.152. However, Mann-Whitney U

FIGURE 8 | Box and whisker plots showing comparisons of self-reported anxiety scores for two scenarios with and without haptics.
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FIGURE 9 | Box and whisker plots showing scores for accuracy and realism of haptics.

effectively enhance the sense of anxiety within the participant
sample the system could have an extensive audience of people
with ranging levels of fear of spiders who could beneﬁt. From the
results it is clear that the system was indeed capable of inducing
anxiety within the 17 participants with an FSQ score greater than
15. Both the objective measurements, as well as the subjective selfreports, of anxiety showed a statistically signiﬁcant increase from
baseline to the mean anxiety of the VR spider scenarios.
There can be many factors which contribute to the anxiety
measures for participants. However, the moderate correlation,
which was shown to be statistically signiﬁcant, between FSQ
scores and the anxiety induced within the experience suggests
that this anxiety level is being modulated by participants’ fear of
spiders. Therefore, the proof of concept system can be expected to
affect those who are more afraid of spiders than those who are not
and the spider related stimuli is playing a large role in this. The
implication of this is that our application has high speciﬁcity in
inducing anxiety in response to the presence of virtual spiders
with enhanced realism (the inclusion of ultrasound haptics) and it
is not simply increasing anxiety through confounding factors,
such as wearing a VR headset or additional physiological
measurement equipment.
Self-reported anxiety scores for the WSD, WSDh, SSD and
SSDh showed there to be slightly higher median scores when
haptics were included. However, these differences were found to
be non-statistically signiﬁcant. This is unsurprising as the
comparison of haptics vs non-haptics on a scenario is made
between subjects with varying levels of fear of spiders. The lack of
statistically signiﬁcant difference between the haptic and nonhaptic groups suggests that the inclusion of the haptics did not
have a major effect on participant anxiety. Although initial
measures into the sole effect of the presence of haptics on
anxiety are reported in this study, future within-subject studies
comparing haptics vs non-haptic scenarios are encouraged to
produce more conclusive ﬁndings on the matter.
Quantitative feedback was gathered from participants on their
impressions of their ultrasonic haptic feedback. Scores on the
question regarding the accuracy of the haptics indicated that
participants found the ultrasonic haptics to be accurate in
corresponding to the location of the virtual spiders. This suggests
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that the physical apparatus set-up presented in the study may be valid
to use in conjuncture with virtual environments to accurately
contextualise haptic sensations with visual counterparts and that
higher precision tracking technologies are not necessary to achieve
good results. Results from the participants’ quantitative feedback
found the realism of the ultrasonic haptics to be fairly neutral overall.
Participants were mixed in their opinions on how realistic the haptics
felt, resulting in realism scores as low as one and as high as 10. This
indicates that whilst the haptic methodology of ultrasonic feedback in
circular sensations may be accurate in its location, it does not
guarantee highly realistic sensations. Initial feedback on the
realism of ultrahaptics sensations for spiders has been
disseminated. However, user studies comparing ultrasonic
feedback platforms and alternative technologies are recommended
to produce benchmarks that can aid developers in selecting haptics
technologies for various applications.
During the discussions following the VR experience many of
the participants remarked that they were surprised at just how
effective the VR spiders were in creating anxiety within them.
When asked, “what could have increased your anxiety regarding
the VR spiders?”, there were common themes in the responses
from the 35 participants. 15 of the participants said they would
have been made more anxious by the presence of larger spiders,
making this the most common suggestion. The larger spiders
used in the study were of approximately 80 mm diameter,
intended to replicate a large house spider. However, from this
response it appears that there is scope for a more anxiety
enhancing application using larger species of spider, such as
tarantulas. There were also suggestions surrounding the
behaviour of the spiders, with nine participants indicating
faster moving spiders would have increased anxiety and six
participants suggesting jumping spiders.
Considering VRET applications are intended to recreate aspects
of phobias the real world, a goal of the design of such applications
should be the inclusion of highly immersive methodologies. The
results of the SUS questionnaire on immersion and presence in the
study indicate the experience was fairly immersive, with a median
score of 22 out of 36. Post-VR discussions with participants on
their experience highlighted that some of the participants did not
think the virtual room they were in was relatable enough, with
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cobbled walls and ﬂoors. There was no overall consensus regarding
the graphical qualities of the experience; many participants stated
they would have preferred higher resolution models, whilst many
others were surprised at how realistic they looked.
The statistically signiﬁcant, moderate correlation between SUS
scores for overall change in anxiety (rs  0.490, p  0.003) indicates
that there is certainly a relationship between how immersive
participants found the system to be and how much of an effect
it had on their anxiety. These results are in line with many other
studies where signiﬁcant correlations have been found between
inducing anxiety and immersion Alsina-Jurnet et al. (2011);
Pallavicini et al. (2013); Kwon et al. (2013); Robillard et al.
(2003); Bouchard et al. (2008); Diemer et al. (2015); Krijn et al.
(2004). This is further evidence of how signiﬁcant a role immersion
has in VRET applications, as well as other VR experiences with the
intention to induce anxiety (e.g. VR Training, VR Gaming, etc . . . ).

sense of anxiety within users who reported at least a mid-level fear of
spiders. Within the study the system was found to be clearly effective,
with skin conductance, EEG and subjective results all showing
statistically signiﬁcant increases in anxiety for the aforementioned
participants during their experiences. A correlation between FSQ
scores and change in anxiety indicates the anxiety created was
related to the presence of the virtual spiders and not other
confounding factors. Our ﬁndings suggest that overall system was
highly effective in enhancing the sense of anxiety for those who are
somewhat afraid of spiders. However, preliminary measures on the
effect of the presence of haptics on anxiety levels indicate they did not
enhance anxiety. Users provided quantitative feedback on the accuracy
and realism of the ultrasonic haptics and whilst the majority found the
system to be accurate in locating the haptics, opinions on the realism of
them were mixed with a median score of 6/10. Additionally, a
correlation between change in anxiety and sense of presence adds
further evidence of the signiﬁcance of immersion in VRET design.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER WORK
DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT
One of the limitations of the study is the use of participants who
were non-phobic to determine the effectiveness of a proof of
concept VRET demonstration. Typical users of such a system
would usually have some form of phobia, making it likely there
would be a greater effect on their anxiety. A more ideal
demographic of participants for the study would be those with
arachnophobia, the intended end-user of such a system. However,
access to large numbers of suitable participants with the phobia
can be challenging and usage of non-phobic volunteers still
produces meaningful results and implications.
Another limitation is the small sample size for data
corresponding to the haptic spider scenarios, with one haptics
condition being run per participant trial. Although the overall
system was effective in modulating anxiety, there were no
differences found between scenarios’ haptic and non-haptic
counterparts. Therefore, these ﬁndings do not suggest that the
ultrasonic feedback had a major role to play in affecting anxiety
levels. This study has introduced the use of ultrasonic haptics for
spider sensations with initial ﬁndings, but further studies are
required to gather additional insight into their exclusive
effectiveness and potential therapeutic value.
All of the measures for state-anxiety indicated overall increase
across the study. However, there was still an absence of correlation
between the physiological measurements and self-reports. One
possible reason for this is experimenter bias, whereby social
desirability may play a factor in participants self-reports and
questionnaires. This is a common problem when using subjective
measures and further indicates the necessity for objective measures
to be taken alongside subjective ones.
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